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On second-order almost-periodic
elliptic operators
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Abstract

We consider second-order, strongly elliptic, operators H with complex
almost-periodic coefficients in divergence form on Rd. First, we prove
that the corresponding heat kernel is Holder continuous and we derive
Gaussian bounds with the correct small and large time asymptotic
behaviour on the kernel and its Holder derivatives. Secondly, we es
tablish that the kernel has a variety of properties of almost-periodicity.
Thirdly, we demonstrate that the kernel of the homogenization H of
H is the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of t M K t .
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1 Introduction

We analyze boundedness and symmetry properties of the semigroup kernels associated
with complex second-order strongly elliptic operators with almost-periodic coefficients in
divergence form on L 2 (Rd). First, we prove that the kernels are Holder continuous and then
establish Gaussian bounds, valid for all times, on the kernels and their Holder derivatives.
These properties follow from a combination of homogenization theory [BLP] [ZKO] with De
Giorgi estimates [Gia]. The key feature is that the kernels are asymptotically approximated
by the kernels of the corresponding homogenized operators. Secondly, we use the Gaussian
bounds together with approximation arguments of [BrR] to prove that the kernel is almost
periodic. The Gaussian bounds imply that the semigroup leaves L oo (Rd) invariant but the
almost-periodicity ensures that it also leaves the subspace of almost-periodic functions
invariant.

Homogenization theory has been applied to a wide range of problems involving opera
tors with periodic coefficients and also, to a lesser extent, to the almost-periodic situation
(see [BLP] [ZKO] for general background). There have been two distinct approaches,
through scaling arguments or through spectral theory. The former arguments are partic
ularly suited to analysis of the Green functions and, in the periodic case, the latter have
been effective for analyzing the properties of the semigroup kernel. Zhikov [Zhi] used the
spectral method to establish that the kernel J( corresponding to a second-order zrerator
H with real measurable coefficients is asymptotically approximated by the kernel J( of the
homogenization H of H. In particular he established estimates

(1)

for all.T, y E R d and t 2: 1 (see [ZKO], Section 2.6). These estimates were recently general
ized to (systems of) operators with complex, continuous, periodic coefficients [ERS2]. Then
using some approximate Gaussian bounds of [Aus] it was possible to show that the kernel
and its Holder derivatives satisfy good Gaussian bounds. Unfortunately, these methods do
not extend to almost-periodic operators.

The starting point of the spectral method is a decomposition of the global periodic
system as a superposition of systems localized on the cell of periodicity each with a different
boundary condition. Decompositions of this type date back at least to 1928 and Bloch's
analysis [Blo] of electrons in a crystal lattice. There is a modern variant, called the Zak
decomposition, which is popular in wavelet theory (see, for example, [Dau]) and both
versions are useful in the spectral method [ERS2]. The method corresponds to a partial
Fourier decomposition and it also has an operator-valued analogue [BJR] which is the
basis of the analysis in [ERS2]. The method depends, however, on the strict periodicity of
the system, i.e., the Zd-invariance. It does not extend to almost-periodic systems nor to
systems with an approximate symmetry.

Although the spectral theory is not applicable to the almost-periodic case one can
~e the invariant mean on the almost-periodic functions to define the homogenization
H of the almost-periodic operator H (see, for example, [ZKO], Section 7.4). Then it is
natural to ask whether an estimate of the form (1) holds for the corresponding kernels.
Kozlov [Kozl] [Koz2] has examined the corresponding question for the Green function of
quasi-periodic operators, i.e., almost-periodic operators for which the coefficients satisfy
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an auxiliary Diophantine condition, and he has used the resulting estimates to partially
analyze the asymptotics of the semigroup kernels in the real case. His results indicate
that the difference on the left of (1) should tend to zero as t -7 00 but that the O(r1/ Z)_
behaviour is unlikely in general. Kozlov's estimates, [Koz2] Theorem 3, indicate a power
behaviour O(t-6

/
Z

) but in the non-periodic case 6 E (0,1). Our arguments, which are valid
for all complex almost-periodic operators, give an o(1)-behaviour.

Kozlov used scaling arguments and Nash-De Giorgi estimates (see [Gia]) to obtain his
results. Subsequently Avellaneda and Lin [AvL1] [AvL2] used similar techniques to obtain
detailed results for periodic systems with Holder continuous coefficients. The current proofs
of kernel bounds are in part analogous to the arguments used by Avellaneda and Lin [AvL1]
[AvL2] but do not ~equire the Holder continuity.

Let C = (Ckl) be a dx d-matrix with complex-valued coefficients Ckl E Loo(Rd) satisfying

(2)

in the sense of matrices over Cd, uniformly over Rd. Further let H denote the maximal
accretive operator on the complex Hilbert space Lz(Rd) associated with the sectorial form

d

17,(<p) = L (fA<p, Ckl Ol<P)
k,l=l

'where the Ok = O/OXk denote the usual partial derivatives and the domain of 17, is D(h) =

L 2;1 (Rd ) = n%=l D(Ok)' Condition (2) ensures that 17, is sectorial with vertex at the origin
(see, for example, [Kat] [ReS]). The least upper bound Me of the M satisfying (2) is called
the ellipticity constant. Vle assume that Ckl E A(Rd

), the Banach space of almost-periodic
functions, i.e., the closure of the trigonometric polynomials T(Rd) with respect to the
supremum norm. The operator H generates a continuous holomorphic semigroup S on
L 2 (Rd

) whose action is determined by a distribution kernel K.
The homogenization Ji of H is a maximal accretive associated with a sectorial form

d

h(<p) = L Ckl(Ok<P,Ol<P)
k,l=l

'where the coefficients Ckl E C are constructed from the coefficients Ckl by a non-linear
averagmg process. If /1.1 denotes the unique invariant mean on Rd then

d

Ckl = M(Ckl) + L M(Cki 'l/Jil)
i=l

where the 'correctors' 'l/Jil are elements of the Hilbert space obtained by completing A(Rd )

with respect to the norm <P M M(I<pIZ)l/Z. The precise definition of the correctors is given
in Section 2.

Our main result establishes the following properties of the kernel K associated with H.

Theorem 1.1 Under the above assumptions the following are valid.

I. The7'e exist b, C > 0 such that

IKt(x; y) I ::; C Cd/Ze-blx-yI2t-l
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un~formly for all x, y E R d and t > O. Moreover, K t is Holder continuous and for
all v, T E (0,1) and K, > 0 there exist b, C > 0 such that

IK(x-u'y-v)-K(x'y)1 <CCd/2( lul+lvl )Ve-bIX-YI2t-l (3)
t, t ,- t l / 2 + Ix _ yl '

for all x, y, u, v E R d and t > 0 such that lui + 1'111 ~ K,t l/2+ Tlx - yl·
II. For each c > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

sup inf sup suptd/2 IKt(x-a;y-a)-Kt(x-b;y-b)1 <c ,
aERd bEE" x,yERd t>O

i. e., the function x H td/2Kt(x; x + y) is almost-periodic, uniformly in y and t.

III. fr H denotes the homogenization of Hand K the corresponding semig'rOv,p kernel
then

More detailed almost-periodicity properties of the kernel are given in Section 4 and more
detailed asymptotic properties in Section 5.

As a corollary the inhomogeneous Riesz transforms are bounded on the Lp-spaces.

Corollary 1.2 fr p E (1,00) then D(Hl/2) = Lp;l (Rd) and there exists a c > 0 such that

In the periodic case [ERS2] one can use spectral arguments to deduce that the homoge
neous Riesz transforms OkH-l/2 are bounded on all the Lp-spaces, e.g., for each p E (1,00)
there exists a c > 0 such that

for all cp E Lp;l (Rd). It is unclear whether this is true in the almost-periodic setting.
Partial results can be obtained by using the Gaussian bounds together with Theorem 1
in Section 4.1 of [AuT]. In particular if the Riesz transforms of Hand H* are bounded
on L2(R tl

) then they are bounded on Lp(Rd
) for all p E (1,2]. Boundedness of the Riesz

transforms on Lp(Rd) with p > 2 is a more delicate question.

2 Homogenization

The subsequent kernel estimates are based on a result of homogenization theory (see, for
example, [BLP] or [ZKOJ) which is absolutely standard in the periodic case but not so
standard in the almost-periodic setting. Since this result is crucial for the sequel we briefly
describe its derivation. Our description is based on [ZKO], Section 7.4.
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Let H denote the Hilbert space obtained by completing A(Rd) with respect to the norm

Ilcpll = NI(lcpI2)1/2 .

The scalar product of cp, 7/J E H is denoted by (7/J, cp) = M(7/J cp). Note that INI(cp)1 2 <
NI(lcpI2) for all cp E A(Rd

) and hence for all cp E H.
Now consider the space Hd equipped with the scalar product

d d

(7/J, cp) = "L(7/Ji' CPi) = "L M(7/Ji CPi)
i=l i=l

where 7/J = (7/Jl, ... , 7/Jd) and cP = (CPl, ... ' CPd) with 7/Ji' CPi E H. The potential and solenoidal
subspaces Tpot and Tso1 of T(Rd)d are defined by

and
Tso1 = {cp E T(Rd)d: divcp = 0 and lvl(cp) = O}

These subspaces are automatically orthogonal subspaces of Hd , and orthogonal to the
subspace Cd of constant elements. Then H pot , and H so1 , are defined as the closure of these

subspaces within Hd and one has the decomposition

of Hd into orthogonal subspaces.

Next note that for all c > 0 there is an action c H f e of dilations on A(Rd
) given by

(fecp)(:z:) = cp(c-lx). Then M(lfeCPI2) = lvI(lcpI2) and hence f extends to a group of unitary
maps of H, and of Hd . The action of f respects the foregoing orthogonal decomposition

of Hd
. (Subsequently, we set cp(e) = f eCP for brevity.)

Let 0 = (Ckl) denote the almost-periodic coefficients of the operator H. Since Ilccpll ::;

Ilclloo Ilcpll for all C E A(Rd) and cP E T(Rd) it follows that 0 extends to a matrix of
bounded operators on H d , also denoted by C. Then if ( E Cd it follows that O( E H d

.

Next the Lax-Milgram theorem, together with the ellipticity condition on 0, implies that
there exists a unique 7/J (() E Hpot such that

(cp, C7/J(()) + (cp, C() = 0 (4)

for all ep E H pot . Then 117/J(()II ::; /1-11(1 maXi,j Ilcijlloo. Similarly, there is a unique solution
77(0 E H pot of the adjoint equation

(77((), Ocp) + ((, Ocp) = 0 . (5)

The maps ( H 7/J(() and ( H 77(() from Cd into H pot are linear by uniqueness.
Giycn the solution 7/J(O one defines the homogenization C of 0 as the matrix with

constant coefficients Ckl defined by

C( = 111(0(( + 7/J(()))

for all ( E Cd. Then

[Ckll :::; max IICijiloo + p-l max IICijll~
IJ IJ

4
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for all k, l E {I, ... ,d}. Since

(~, C'ljJ(()) = (TJ(~), C()

for all ~, ( E Cd, by (4) and (5), it follows that

(~,C() = (~,C((+'ljJ(())) = ((~+TJ(~)),C() = (M(C*(~+TJ(())),()

for all ~,( E Cd. Hence

C*~ = M(C*(~ + TJ(~))) = C*~

for all ~ E Cd, i.e., C* = C*. But as C(( + 'ljJ(()) is orthogonal to 1-lpot , by (4),

Re((, C() = Re((, C(( + 'ljJ(())) = Re(( + 'ljJ(() ,C(( + 'ljJ(()))

~ jLA:f(l( + 'ljJ(() 12) ~ jL IM(( + 'ljJ(()) 1
2

= jL 1(1 2

for all ( E Cd, i.e., the homogenized matrix has the same ellipticity constant as C.
Next for E > 0 let HE denote the elliptic operators on L 2(Rd ) with coefficients C(E) =

(ci;~)), where c~~) = (rECkZ), and hE the corresponding sesquilinear forms. Further let fi
denote the operator with coefficients C and h the corresponding form. If D is an open
subset of R d we denote by L 2 ;I(D) the space of all cP E L 2 (D) such that the distributional
derivatives (Acp E L2 (D) for all k E {I, ... , d}. The principal homogenization result we
need is the following.

Proposition 2.1 Let D be a bounded open subset of Rd. Let XE E L2 (D) and CPE E L 2;1(D)
for all E ~ 0 and suppose

(7)

weakly on D for all e > O. Let E1, e2, ... > 0 and assume that limn en = 0, limn XEn = XO
strongly, limn CPEn = CPo weakly and limn \7 CPEn = \7 CPo weakly, all in L2 (D).

It follows that

Hcpo = Xo

weakly on D. Moreover,
d d

J~~L c~~n)8ZCPEn = L CkZ 8ZCPO
Z=1 Z=1

weakly in L2 (D) for all k E {I, ... , d}.

Proof For k E {I, ... , d} and e > 0 set ~E,k = 2:.1=1 c~~)8ZCPE' Then (7) states that

d

'L)8kCP, ~E,k) = (cp, XE)
k=l

for all cP E C~(D). But as n f----+ 8ZCPE n is weakly convergent in L2(D) the norms 118zCPEn IIL2(n)
must be uniformly bounded. Hence the norms II~En,kIIL2(n) are uniformly bounded and by
passing to a subsequence, also denoted by el, e2, ... , one may assume that n f----+ ~En,k

converges to a limit ~O,k weakly on L 2 (D) . Moreover, one automatically has

d

(\7cP, ~o) = L (8kcp, ~O,k) = (cp, Xo)
k=1

5
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for all cP E C~(O).

Next for ( E Cd fixed let TJ (= TJ( ()) E 1t1 denote the solution to the adjoint problem

(5) on 1id
. Since TJ E 1ipot one can approximate it by a family of trigonometric polynomials

TJ8 E 1ipot such that lim8-t0 M(ITJ - TJ81 2) = 0 and M(TJ) = M(TJ8) = 0 for all <5 > O. Then

the dilations TJ(c) = rcTJ and TJ~c) = r cTJ8 have similar properties because 1I1(ITJ(c) -17~c)12) =

AI(ITJ - TJ81 2) and M(TJ~c)) = 1\1(TJ8)'
Set c]) = C*(( + TJ) and <1>8 = C*(( + TJ8)' Then <I>~c) = r c<I>8 = (C(c))*(( + TJ~c)) and one

has the identity

<I>~c) .Vcpc = (( + TJ~c)).~c

by definition of the ~c,k' Vve establish below that

for all cp E C~(O). Then the limit <5 ----t 0 gives

(.(cp, ~o) = C*(.(cp, Vcpo)

Hence ~o = CV CPo and it follows from (8) that

for all cp E C~(n). Thus the proposition is proved.

It remains to establish the two limits in (9). Consider the former.

First, limn ~cn = ~o weakly on L2(0)d. Secondly, Xcn = div ~cn and hence limn div ~cn =
Xo strongly in L2 (0). Thirdly, TJ~cn) E 1ipot and limn TJ~cn) = M(TJ8) = 0 weakly in L 2 (0)'1.
Hence

lim (cp, TJ~En) .~c ) = 0
n-too u n

for all cp E C~(O), by Lemma 1.1 of [ZKO] with the identifications vC = TJ~c) and pC = ~c.
The second limit is established by a similar argument. Since <I> = C*(( +1]) is orthogonal

to 1ipot , by (5), it is an element of Cd EB 1isol. Therefore one can approximate <I> by
trigonometric polynomials <I>:' E Cd EB 1iso1 and <I>:' (c) approximates <I>(c) as before. But then

so the <I>:' approximate the previous <I>8' Since one now has <I>;; E Cd EB 1iso1 one can reapply

Lemma 1.1 of [ZKO] with the identifications v E = Vcpc and pc = <I>;;(c) to find

lim lim (cp,<I>:,(cn).Vcpc ) = limM(<I>:').(cp, Vcpo) = limM(<I>8)'(CP' V'Po)
8-tO n-too n 8-tO 8-t0

= lim 1\Il(C*(( + TJ8))'(CP, Vcpo) = C*(.(cp, Vcpo)
8-tO

and the proof is complete.

The proposition has an immediate corollary.

6
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Corollary 2.2 Let n be a bounded open subset of Rd. For all c > 0 let CPe E L2;1(n) satisfy
Hecpe = 0 weakly on n. Let C1, C2, ... > 0 and assume that limn Cn = o. If limn CPen = CPo
and limn \lCPen = \lcpo weakly in L 2 (n) then

Hcpo = 0

weakly on n.

The second corollary of the proposition is not quite so evident.

Corollary 2.3 The He converge to H as c -+ 0 in the strong resolvent sense, i. e.,

foT' all A E C with ReA> 0 and for all cP E L 2 (Rd
). Hence the semigroup S(e) generated

by He converges strongly to the semigroup S generated by H.

Proof First it follows from the resolvent equation that strong resolvent convergence is
equivalent to weak resolvent convergence. Moreover, the strong resolvent convergence is
equivalent to sic) converging strongly to St, uniformly for t in compacts. Hence it suffices
to prove weak resolvent convergence.

Set CPe = (AI + He)-l X with Re A > O. Then Hecpe = Xc with Xc = X - Acpe. Next

d

ReA Ilcpell~ + JL L IlokCPell~::; Re(cpnX) .
k=l

Hence IIcpel12 ::; (ReA)-11IxI12 and IIokCPel12 ::; (JLReA)-1/21IxI12. Let C1,C2, ... > 0 and
suppose that limn Cn = O. Then one may choose a subsequence (cnJ which converges to
zero such that CPent and OkCPenz converge weakly to limits CPo E L 2 (Rd

) and OkCPO E L 2 (Rd
).

Then CPen z
converges strongly to CPo, and Xe"l converges strongly to X - AcpO, on L 2 (n) for

each bounded open subset neRd.
It now follows from Proposition 2.1 that

H CPo = X - A CPo

weakly on n and for each choice of n. Therefore HCPo = X - ACPo weakly on R d and
(AI + H)cpo = X. Hence cpen/ converges weakly to CPo = (AI + H)-l X on each bounded open

subset of Rd. So for all1/J E C~(Rd) one has liml(1/J, CPent) = (1/J, (AI + H)-l X). Hence

lime-to(ljJ, (AI +He)-l X) = (1/J, (AI +H)-l X). Since this is valid for all A E C with Re A > 0
the weak resolvent convergence is established and the proof is complete. 0

Corollary 2.3 is considerably strengthened in Section 5. Theorem 5.1 establishes that
one has norm resolvent convergence of He to H and norm convergence of the semigroups
S(e) to S.
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3 Gaussian bounds

By [Aus], Theorem 4.3, Gaussian bounds follow from De Giorgi estimates for an operator
and its adjoint. To obtain good Gaussian bounds uniform for large time it suffices to prove
good De Giorgi estimates uniform in a scaling parameter. The proof of these estimates is
a variation of the arguments used to derive Lemmas 7-9 in [AvL1].

In the sequel we need various (semi)norms on L2;1(D) ifD = B(x;r). Set

and
r d 2 1/2

11\7<p112,x,r = (iF . dy L I(oi<P)(h) I )
B(x,r) i=l

For <p E L1,lac denote the average of <p over B(x; r) by (<P)x,r' If x = 0 we drop the 0 in
the notation. So B(r) = B(O; r), 11\7<P112,r = 11\7<p112,O,r etc..

By the Neumann type Poincare inequality there exists a CN > 0 such that

11<p - (<p)g,rIIL· ::; CN r211\7<PII~,r

for all I; E R d , l' E (0,1] and <P E L2;1(B(2r)).
For NI, f-L > 0 set

d

[(p, iII) = {- L OiCijOj : Cij E Loo(Rd
), IICijiloo ::; M for all i,j E {1, ... , d}

i,j=l

(10)

and ~C(x) 2: pI for all x E R d
} ,

d

[canst(p,!III) = {- L OiCijOj E [(po, 1II) : Cij constant for all i,j E {1, ... , d}}
i,j=1

and

d

[ap(,J,lII) = {- L OiCijOj E [(p, 111) : Cij E A(Rd
) for all i, j E {1, ... ,d}}

i,j=1

Fix AI, p > O. By the Caccioppoli inequality (see [Gia], Proposition III.2.1, or [ElR2],
Lemma 2.5) there exists a C1 > 0, depending only on p and M, such that

(11)

for all H E [(Ii" 111), r E (0,1] and <P E L2;1 (B(r)) satisfying H <P = 0 weakly on B(r).

Lemma 3.1 For all /Jo E (0, 1) there exists an 1'1 E (0, 1), depending only on p, AI and
/Jo, such that

11\7<PII~,r ::; (16c1 CN)-12-d+2-2vord-2+2Voll\7<pII~,1

uniformly for all H E [canst (Ii" AI + p- 11112 ), <P E L2;1 (B(1)) and r E (O,rIl satisfying
H<p = 0 weakly on B(1), where C1 is as in (11).

Proof Let /J1 E (/Jo, 1). By (4.11) in [Aus] there exists a CDC> 0 such that for all
H E [canst (p, 111 + p- 11112) and all <p E L2;1 (B(1)) which satisfy H <p = 0 weakly on B(1)
one has

8



for all °< r :S 1. But CDG rd-2+2v
l = (cDGr2(v t -vo))rd-2+2Vo. So take r1 E (0,1) such that

2( lJt-vo) < (16 )-12-d+2-2vo 0CDCr1 _ C1 CN .

Fix H = - 2:,t,j=l OiCijOj E [ap(f-L, M) and let K and K(E) be the kernels of the semi

groups generated by H and HE with HE as in Section 2.

Proposition 3.2 For all v E (0,1) there exist co, ro E (0,1) such that for all c E (0, co]

and all cP E L2;1 (B(2)) satisfying HECP = 0 weakly on B(I) one has

Proof Let Vo E (v,I). Let r1 E (0,1) be as in Lemma 3.1 and set ro = 2-1r1. Suppose

there is no such co. Then there are C1,C2, ... > °and CP1,CP2, ... E L2;1(B(2)) such that

Cn t 0, HEn CPn = °weakly on B(I) and

for all n E N. We may assume that (CPnh = 0 and II'YCPnI12,1 = 1 for alln E N. By the
Poincare inequality (10) then IICPnlk1 :S eN for all n E N. Hence there is a subsequence

(CPnk) kEN of (CPn) nEN and CPo E L2;1 (B (1)) such that limk CPnk = CPo weakly and limk Oi CPnk =

UiCPO weakly in L2 (B(I)) for all i E {I, ... , d}. r.:Ioreover, if H is the homogenization of the
operator H then JiCPo = 0 weakly on B(l) by Corollary 2.2. Then H E [canst (p" /VI+p,-l M 2)
by (6) and II'YcpoI12,1 :S 1.

Therefore

rd-2+2lJ = lim inf rd-2+2vll'Yln 11 2o k--+oo 0 rnk 2,1

by the Caccioppoli inequality (11). But the embedding of L2;1(B(I)) into L2(B(2ro)) is

compact. Therefore limk CPn, = CPo strongly in L2(B(2ro)) and

rd- 2+2u < 4e r-2 11 1n _ (In) 11 2 < 16e e 11'Yln 11 2 < rd-2+2vo 11'Yln 11 2 < rd-2+2uoa - 1 0 rO rO 2ro 2,2ro - 1 N rO 2,2ro _ 0 rO 2,1 - 0

where the second step follows from the Poincare inequality and the third one from Lem

ma 3.1. The lemma is applicable since Ji E [canst (f-L, M + f-L- 1M 2
) and H CPo = 0 weakly on

B(I). Then one has a contradiction since v < Vo and ro < 1. 0

\Ve next extend these local estimates to global estimates by various applications of

scaling. For all c > 0 define IE: R d ---+ R d by IE(X) = Cx.

Lemma 3.3 For all v E (0,1) there exist co, ro E (0,1) such that for all r E (0, ro],
c E (O,cor] and all cP E L2;1(B(2)) satisfying HECP = a weakly on B(I) one has

II'Ycpll~,r :S rod+2-2lJrd-2+2lJll'YCPII~,1 .

9



Proof Let co, ro E (0,1) be as in Proposition 3.2. The proof is by induction. By
Proposition 3.2 one has

IIV'ipll~,ro ::; rg-2+2vllV'ipll~,1

for all c E (0, co] and all ip E L2;1(B(2)) satisfying Heip = 0 weakly on B(l). Let kEN
and suppose that

IIV'ipll~,r~ ::; (r~)d-2+2VIIV'ipll~,1 . (12)

for all E E (O,cor~] and ip E L2;1(B(2)) satisfying Heip = 0 weakly on B(l). Let c E
(0, cor~+l] and ip E L2;1(B(2)) satisfying Heip = 0 weakly on B(l). Set s = r~ and 'l/J =
ip0rs. Then'l/J E L 2;1(B(2)), cs-1 ::; co and Hes-l'l/J = 0 weakly on B(l). The last relation is
established by noting that if X E C~(B(l)) then X(s) = X °r;l E C~(B(s)) C C~(B(l)).

Then

where the third step follows since B(s) C B(l) and X(s) vanishes on B(l)\B(s). Therefore
Proposition 3.2 implies that

Hence

11 V'(()11 2 < rd-2+2vllV'(()112 < r(k+1)(d-2+2v) 11V'(()112
r 2,r~+1 - 0 r 2,r~ - 0 r 2,1

where the induction hypothesis (12) is used in the last step.
This proves the lemma if r E rl;. The general case is an easy consequence. 0

Lemma 3.4 For all v E (0,1) there exist ro E (0,1) and C > 0 such that for all c > 0 and
all ip E L 2;1 (B(2)) satisfying Heip = 0 weakly on B(l) one has

(13)

for all T E (0, ro].

Proof Let ro, co be as in Lemma 3.3. Let c > 0, r E (0, ro] and ip E L 2;1(B(2)) satisfying
Help = 0 weakly on B(l). If c ::; cor then (13) is valid with c = rod+2- 2v . So we may
assume that c 2': cor. Let CDC be the De Giorgi constant for the operator Heo associated
to the order v. Since H eo is an operator in divergence form with uniformly continuous
coefficients such a constant exists by Proposition 3.5 of [ElR2]. Set 'l/J = lp 0 ree-I. Then

o

Heo~' = (cc01)2(Heip) ° ree-1 = 0 weakly on B(coc-1) and
o

for all 0 < s ::; R ::; (Eoc-11\ 1). Therefore

IIV'ipll;,eeols ::; CDC (s/R)d-2+2VIIV'ipll;,eeolR
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for all °< s :::; R :::; (eoe-l 1\ 1).
Now if e ~ co choose s = e-leOT and R = e-leo. Then

as desired.
Alternatively, if E < co and since l' :::; ceDI one can choose s = e-leOT and R = 1. Then

But
II\7CPII; ee-1 :::; Tod+2-2V(eOle)d-2+2VII\7cpll~,1

, 0

by Lemma 3.3 if cOle:::; TO and (14) is obviously valid otherwise. Hence

II\7cplltr :::; CDG TOd+2-2V(e-leoT)d-2+2V(eOle)d-2+2VII\7CPII~,1

= CDG TOd+2-2v Td-2+2vll\7CPII~,1

as required.

(14)

o

Proposition 3.5 FaT all v E (0,1) theTe exists a CDG > °such that faT all e > 0, all
R E (0,1], all x E R d and all cP E L 2;1(B(x; R)) satisfying Hecp = °weakly on B(x; R)
one has

faT all °< l' :::; R.

Proof Let TO,C be as in Lemma 3.4. Let R E (0,1], e > °and cP E L2;1(B(x;2R))
satisfying Hecp = °weakly on B(x; R). Set 1/J = cP 0 rR-l. Then 1/J E L 2;1(B(x; 2)) and
HeR'~) = R-2(Hecp) 0 rR-1 = 0 weakly on B(l). Hence 11\71/JIIL :::; csd-2+2VII\71/JII~,1 for all
s E (0, TO]' Then II\7cpll~,sR :::; csd-2+2VII\7CPII~,1 for all s E (0, To] and hence

II\7cpll~,r:::; c(r/R)d-2+2v ll\7cpIIL

for all 0 < l' :::; ToR. The other cases follow by elementary reasoning.

Now we are able to prove the first statement of Theorem 1.1.

o

Proof of Theorem 1.1.1 Applying Proposition 4.5 of [ElR2] to the De Giorgi estimates
of Proposition 3.5 for He and the analogous estimates for (He)* it follows that v, T E (0,1)
and f" > 0 there are b, c, w > 0 such that

and

I[{(e) (x _ u' y _ v) _ [{(e) (x· y) I < C r d/ 2 ewt ( lui + Ivl )Ve-IJ(IX-YI2t-1
t , t, - t l / 2 + Ix _ yl

uniformly for all e > 0, t > 0 and x, y, u, x E R d such that lui + Ivl :::; '" t 1
/
2+ Tlx - yl. (In

[ElR2] this estimate has been proved only for T = 1/2, but this restriction can be removed
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as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 in [ElR1].) But H(cp 0 Ie) = c2 (Hecp) 0 Ie and therefore

St(cp 0 IE) = (S~~~cp) 0 Ie for all c > 0, cp E D(He ) and t > O. So

Kt(x; y) = cd K~~~be(x); le(Y))

for all c, t > 0 and x, Y E Rd. In particular the choice c = r 1
/

2 gives

IKt(x; y)1 = Cd/2IKicl/2)(,t_l/2(X); It-1/2(y))1 :::; cew C d/2e-*,-yI2t-l

and the first estimates of the theorem follow.
Similarly,

IKt(x - '1£; Y - v) - Kt(x; y)1

-d/2 (t-l/2) (t-l/2)
=t IK1 bt-l/2(X-U);,t-l/2(y-V))-K1 bt-1/2(X);,t-1/2(y))1

< c eW C d/2( l,t- 1/ 2 ('1£) I+ Iit- 1/
2(v) I) v e-bl't- 1/ 2 (x_y)j2

- 1+lit- 1 / 2 (x-y)\

_ W -d/2 ( 1'1£1 + Ivl )V -blx-yI2C1
- C e t 1/2 I I et + .T-y

for all 1;, y, '1£, V E R d and t > 0 such that 1'1£1 + Ivl :::; K, t 1
/
2 + T[X - yl and the proof of the

first statement of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 0

As a immediately consequence the inhomogeneous Riesz transforms are bounded on
the Lp-spaces.
Proof of Corollary 1.2 This follows from Theorem 1.1.1 and results of Auscher and
Tchamitchian [AuT] as obtained in Proposition 3.15 of [ERS2]. 0

4 Almost-periodicity

In this section we derive properties of almost-periodicity of the semigroup S and the kernel
K associated with the operator H. In particular we establish the second statement of
Theorem 1.1.

Let L denote the action of left translations of R d on L p (Rd) and for a E RdIet

Ta(X) = L(a)XL(a)-1 denote the corresponding translates of any operator X on Lp(Rd
)

v'lith a translationally invariant domain. In particular the translates Ta (St) of the semigroup
St act on all the Lp-spaces. Our principal aim is to derive properties of 'almost-periodicity'
of the orbit a f-----t Ta(St). Note that for a E R d fixed t f-----t Ta(St) is the semigroup generated
by the operator Ta(H) with coefficients L(a)ckl' If the coefficients are periodic then the
orbit {Ta(St) : a E R d

} of St is also periodic, for all t > O. An analogous situation occurs
in the almost-periodic case but there are various notions of almost-periodicity of the orbit
corresponding to various choices of operator norm.

First recall that cp E A(Rd
) if, and only if, cp E Cb(Rd ) and the uniform closure of the

orbit {L(a)cp : a E R d } is compact. Equivalently, cp E A(Rd) if, and only if, cp E Cb(Rd)

and for (~ach c > 0 there is a finite set Be C R d such that

sup inf IIL(a)cp - L(b)cplloo < E
aERd bEBe

12



We say that a collection CPa of continuous functions on R d is almost-periodic uniformly in
a if for all E > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

sup inf sup IIL(a)cpa - L(b)CPalloo < E
aERd bEB, a

One has analogous estimates for the semigroup orbit which are uniform in t.

Theorem 4.1 Let H = - L%,I=1 Ok Ckl 01 be a strongly elliptic operator with almost-periodic
coefficients Ckl. Let S denote the semigroup generated by H on the spaces Lp (Rd). Then
for each E > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

sup inf sup td(p-l-r-
1
)/21ITa(St) - Tb(St) IIp-tr < E

aERd bEB, t>o

uniformly for p, r E [1,00] with p ~ r.

Remark We have used II . IIp-tr to denote the norm of an operator from L p to L r . If
p = r the theorem states that the closure of the orbit {Ta(St) : a E R d

} with respect to
the Lp-operator norm is compact, uniformly in t.

The proof is very similar to the arguments given at the beginning of Section 11 of
[BrR]. The starting point is an L2-comparison of two semigroups generated by second
order operators with measurable coefficients.

_ d ,(1);::) _ d ;:::) ,(2);::) "( )Lemma 4.2 Let Il, M > 0 and HI - - Lk,l=l Okckl v/, H2 - - Lk,I=1 VkCkl VI E (..- Il, M .

If S?) and S?) denote the semigroups generated by HI and H2 on L2(Rd) then there exists
a C > 0, depending only on Il, AI and d such that

II (1) (2) II II (1) (2) IIsup St - St 2-t2 ~ C sup ckl - Ckl 00 .
t>O l~k,l~d

Proof Since HI and H2 are maximal accretive they both have a bounded Hoo-functional
calculus (see [ADM], Theorem C) and one has estimates

for i E {I, 2} and all t > 0 where the value of C depends at most on M and /L. Therefore
strong ellipticity implies that

for i E {I, 2} and all t > O. Then, however, a Duhamel estimate gives

!(1p, (S~I) - S?))cp) I ~ t 11

ds Iloksg)*1/J1I21Ic1~) - c1~)1100 Ilolsm-s)cpI12
k,I=1 0

~ cd21l-1 1IcpI12111/J112 sup Ilc1~) - c1~)110011

dSS- 1
/
2 (1- S)-1/2

l~k,l~d 0

and the bound is uniform for t > 0 and cP,1/J E L 2 .
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Proof of Theorem 4.1 First it follows from the lemma applied to the translates of St
that the statement of the theorem is true for p = 2 = r. In fact one has estimates

where the value of C is determined by the ellipticity constant and Loo-norm of the matrix
of coefficients, and the dimension.

Secondly, we establish the estimates of the theorem for p = 2 and r = 00. This is
equivalent to proving that for each c > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

where (Ta(Kt))(x;y) = Kt(x - a;y - a). Now assume this is false. Then there are 10 > 0,
a sequence bk E Rd and double sequences Xk I E R d, tk I > °such that, ,

t%:12 JRd dy IDk,I(Xk,l; y)1 2 > 10
2

for all Ie =I- l where Dk,I(X; y) = (Tbk(Ktk,I))(X; y) - (Tb1(I{tk,I))(X; y).
Now set Fk,I(Y) = Dk,I(Xk,l; y) and CPk,1 = IIFk,l1121 Fk,l for all k =I- l. Then Ilcpk,1112 = 1,

t%:121IFk,lll~ > 10
2 and

t%:121 JRd dycpk,l(y)Fk,l(y)1
2

= t%:121IFk,lll~ > 10
2

for all k =I- l. But it follows from the Gaussian bounds on the kernel that one has bounds

Ilcpk,dl1 :::; C IIFk,l1121:::; cc-1t%:14

with c independent of k and l. Moreover, it follows from the Holder bounds (3) on the
kernel that

< '(I It- 1/ 2 )1/2 t-d
/

2
_ c x - Xk,l k,l k,l

for all x E R d such that Ix - xk,d :::; tk:12 with c' independent of k and l. Now for r :::; 1 set

Bk,l(r) = {x : Ix - Xk,ll :::; r ti/12 }. Then,

II(Tbk(St,/)-Tb/(Stk/))cpk,lII~= { dxl { dycpk,l(y)Dk,I(X;y)1
2

, , JRd JRd

2: { dx I ( dy cpk,I(Y) Dk,I(X; y) 1

2

JBk,/(r) JRrl

2: 2-1
{ dx I ( dy cpk,I(Y) Fk,I(Y) 1

2

JBk,/(T) JRd

- rtkf ( dx Ilcpk,llli
, JBk,/(T)

- 12 1B ()I -d/2 2 -2 IB ('It-dtd/2 d( )2: 2 10 k,l r tk,l - C c r k,l r) k,l k,l = r C1 - C2 r
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with Cl, C2 > a and independent of k and l. Hence by choosing r sufficiently small one
deduces that there is a 6 > a such that

for all k i= l with C the constant in the estimate of Lemma 4.2, which is independent of
k and l. But this contradicts the almost-periodicity of the coefficients Cij, i.e., the relative
Loo-compactness of the orbits a 1---+ L(a)cij. Therefore the statement of the theorem must
hold for p = 2 and r = 00.

Thirdly, we deduce the case p = 1 and r = 00 from the previous case and the Gaussian
bounds on the kernel. One starts by noting that

Hence

td/21I Ta(St) - Tb(St)lh-+oo :::; (td/41ISt/2\!2-+00)(td/41ITa(St/2) - Tb(St/2) 111-+2)

+ (td/4 /ITa(St/2) - Tb(St/2)112-+00)(td/4 1I St/2Ih-+2)

But the Gaussian bounds of Theorem 1.1.1 imply that td/41ISt/2112-+00 and td/41ISt/2Ih-+2 are
bounded uniformly for all t > O. Therefore one has bounds

and the L l -+ Loo estimates follow from the L2 -+ Loo estimates on S and its adjoint S*.
Fourthly, one has

IITa(St) - Tb(St) 1100-+00 = sup r dy I(Ta(I{t))(x ;y) - (Tb(Kt))(x; Y)I
xERd JRd

:::; sup r dy I(Ta(Kt))(x ;y) - (Tb(Kt))(.T; y)1
xERd J{y:lx-yI2::: r 2t}

with Cl, C2, P > a independent of a, b, rand t. The statement of the theorem for p = 00 = r
now follows from the previously established statement for p = 2 and r = 00.

Finally the statement for p = 1 = r follows by duality from the p = 00 = r case and all
other cases follow by interpolation. Since all estimates can be obtained by interpolation
from the three extreme cases the estimates can be made uniformly in p and r. 0

The estimates on the semigroup orbit with r = 00 can be expressed in terms of the
orbit of the kernel K. To this end it is convenient to define norms on the measurable
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functions F: R d x R d ~ C by

IIIFlllp =esssup ( r dY IF(x;y)\p)l/
P

xERd JRd

for p E [1, 00) and

IIIFllloo = esssup IF(x;y)1
x,yERd

Then one immediately deduces the following statement.

Corollary 4.3 For each c > 0 there is a .finite set Be C R d such that

sup inf sup td(1-p-l)/211ITa(Kt) - Tb(Kt)lllp < c
aERd bEB, t>O

uniformly for p E [1, 00].

Proof The corollary follows from Theorem 4.1 and the identification

where q is the exponent dual to p. o

The corollary with the choice p = 00 states that t d
/

2 K t viewed as a function of the
variables X = (x + y)/2 and }r = (x - y)/2 is almost-periodic in X uniformly in IT and
also uniformly in t. Equivalently, the functions x H td/ 2Kt(x; x + y) are almost-periodic,
uniformly in y and t. This is Statement II of Theorem 1.1.

5 Asymptotic convergence

In this section we prove that the orbits of the semigroups Sand 5 generated by the
almost-periodic operator H and its homogenization H are asymptotically close in norm. In
particular we establish the third statement of Theorem LIon the asymptotic convergence
of the semigroup kernel K to the homogenized kernel K. This type of convergence was
established for periodic operators in [BBJR] and [ERS1].

Theorem 5.1 Let H = - '£%,1=1 fA Ckl 81 be a strongly elliptic operator with almost-periodic
coefficients Ckl. Let S denote the semigroup generated by H on the spaces L p(Rd). Further
let H denote the homogenization of Hand 5 the semigroup generated by Ji. Then

for all p, r E [1,00] with p S r. Moreover, if K and K are the kernels of Sand 5 then

for all P E [1,00]
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In the case of periodic coefficients this result coincides with Theorem 4.1 of [BBJR]
and its proof was based on Theorem 4 of [ZKON], or the similar Proposition 4.2 of [BBJR]
(which unfortunately has a missing factor td / 2 ). The strategy of proof in the almost-periodic
case is broadly similar. The major step is to establish the kernel convergence in the cases
p = 1 and p = 00. Then the kernel statement follows for general p by interpolation. But
convergence of the semigroups follows from that of the kernels. First the identification

with q dual to p gives the convergence for r = 00. Secondly, since similar estimates apply
to the adjoint kernel the convergence for p = 1 = r follows because

Then the semigroup convergence follows for general p and r by interpolation.
Now consider the kernel convergence for p = 1. The Gaussian bounds for K and K

imply that for each 6 > 0 there is an r > 0 such that

IllKt - Ktllh ~ 6/2 + sup r dy IKt(x; y) - Kt(x - y)1
xERd J{y:lx-yl::;rt1 / 2}

~ 6/2 + vrdtd/211lKt - Ktili oo

where v denotes the volume of the unit ball in Rd. Therefore the p = 1 case is reduced to
the p = 00 case.

If the coefficients are periodic the p = 00 case immediately simplifies because K t (x ;y)
is periodic in x + y and satisfies Gaussian bounds as a function of x - y. Hence one may
effectively reduce the problem to convergence uniformly over subsets Ixl2+ lyl2 ::::: r 2t. This
is the tactic used in [ZKON], Theorem 4, and [BBJR], Proposition 4.2. But the same
simplification occurs in the almost-periodic case.

First, the Gaussian bounds for K and K again imply that for each 6 > 0 there is an
T > 0 such that

td
/
2111Kt - Kt11100 ~ 6/2 + sup td/2 IKt(x ; y) - Kt(x - y) I

Ix-yI2::;r 2t

~ 6/2 + sup sup td/2 1(Ta (Kt))(x; y) - Kt(x - y) 1

aERd IxI2+lyI2::;r2t

where the second step uses the invariance Ta(I<t) = Kt ofthe homogenized kernel. Secondly,
it follows from Corollary 4.3 that there is a finite set B6 such that

Hence

td/2111Kt - K'tilioo ~ 6 + sup sup td/21(Tb(Kd)(x; y)) - Kt(x - y)1
bEB8 Ix I2+lyI2::;r2t

uniformly for t > O. Therefore the proof of Theorem 5.1 has been reduced to the following
result.
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Proposition 5.2 For each r > 0

Proof Note that K and K satisfy the scaling relations

for all x, y E R d and e > 0, where we use the notation of Section 3. Therefore one has to
prove that

lim sup IKic)(x; y) - K1(x - y)1 = 0
c-tO -

(x,Y)EB(r)

where B(r) = {(x, y) : Ixl2+ lyl2 :::; r2 }. But it follows from the bounds of Theorem 1.1.1
that there are b, C > 0 such that

and
IKic)(x - u; y - v) - Kic)(x; y) I :::; c (lui + Ivl)1/2e-b 1x-

y\2

for all x, y, u, v E R d with lui + Ivl :::; 1. These estimates are uniform for e > O. Therefore
by Ascoli's theorem there is a subsequence en tending to zero as n ----7 00 such that Ki cn

)

converges in the Loo(B(r))-norm. Let K denote the limit of this subsequence. It then
follows from Corollary 2.3 that

I' dx I' dy1jJ(x)K(x;y)cp(y) = lim (1jJ,Sic)cp)JRd JRd c-tO

= (~), SICP) = I' dx r dy1jJ(x) K1(:r: - y) cp(y)JRd JRd

for all cP, 'I/J E Cc(B(r)). Therefore K = Klo Since this is true for any convergent subse

quence it follows that Kic) converges to K I as e ----7 O. Thus the proof of the proposition,
and Theorem 5.1, is complete. 0

Corollary 5.3 There exists a b > 0 such that

lim sup td / 2 ebjx-yj2t-l IKt(x; y) - Kt(x - y)\ = 0
t-too x,yERd

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1, the Gaussian bounds of The
orem 1.1.1 and interpolation. 0

6 Concluding remarks

In Section 4 we established various forms of almost-periodic behaviour of the orbit of
the semigroup 5 generated by the almost-periodic operator H. Since 5 leaves Loo(Rd )

invariant one can also ask whether it leaves the subspace of almost-periodic functions
A(Rd

) invariant. This is indeed the case, i.e., St A(Rd ) ~ A(Rd ) for all t > 0 and the orbit
is uniformly almost-periodic.
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Proposition 6.1 Let H = - '£%,1=1 ak Ckl a1 be a strongly elliptic operator with almost
periodic coefficients Ckl. Let 5 denote the semigroup generated by H on the space Loo (Rd).

Then for all rp E A(Rd ) and all E: > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

sup inf sup IIL(a)5t ip - L(b)5t rpII00 < E: •
aERd bEB. t>O

Proof Fix rp E A(Rd) and E: > O. Since rp is almost-periodic one may choose a finite set
B~ C R d such that

sup inf IIL(a)rp - L(b')rplloo < E: •
aERd b'EB~

Moreover, by Theorem 4.1 there is a second finite set B~ C R d such that

sup inf sup IITa (5t ) - Tb,,(5t )lloo--+oo < E: •
aERd b"EB~ t>O

Therefore for each a E R d there exists b~ E B~ and b~ E B~ such that

with 111 = SUPt>o 115t ll oo--+ oo , by the triangle inequality. Let A = {(b~, b~) : a E R d
}. Then

A is a finite subset of B~ x B~. For all A E A choose an aA E R d such that A = (b~A,b~J.

Set BE: = {aA : A E A}. Then BE: is a finite set. Since

IIL(a)5trp - L(a(b~,b~))5tipII00 :s; IIL(a)5trp - Tb;:(5t)L(b~)rpII00

+ IITbd5t)L(b~)rp - L(a(b~,b~))5trpII00

it follO\ys that

sup inf sup IIL(a)5tcp - L(b)5t cpII00 :s; 2 (M + Ilcplloo) E:
aERd bEB. t>O

which proves the proposition. []

Alternatively, almost-periodicity can be expressed in terms of the action of the semi
group 5 on the space 1{ of Section 2. One can extend the action of left translations on
A(Rd) to a unitary representation L ofRd on 1{. The generators a1,... ,ad of this represen
tation correspond to partial differential operators and one can define a maximal accretive
operator H on 1{ through the form

d

h(cp) = L (akCP,CklalCP)
k,l=l

Then H generates a continuous contraction semigroup 5 on 1{ and the orbit of 5 on 1{ is

almost-periodic, i. e., for each E: > 0 there is a finite set BE: C R d such that

sup inf sup IITa (5t ) - Tb(5t) II < E:
nERd bEB. t>O

The proof of this statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2 expressed on 1{

instead of L2(Rd). The change of space does not affect the proof of the lemma.
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